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A four wavelength depolarization back-

scattering lidar has been operated during

the European Arctic Stratospheric Ozone

Experiment (EASOE) in Sodankyl?, in the

Finnish Arctic. The lidar performed meas-

urements during the months of December

1991, January, February and March 1992. The

Finnish Meteorological Institute during the

same period launched regularly three Radio-

sondes per day, and three Ozone sondes per
week. Both Mt. Pinatubo aerosols and Polar

Stratospheric Clouds were measured. The use

of four wavelengths, respectively at 355

rim, 532 nm, 750 nm and 850 nm permits an
inversion of the lidar data to determine

aerosol particle size. The depolarization

technique permits the identification of

Polar Stratospheric Clouds. Frequent corre-

lation between Ozone minima and peaks in

the Mt. Pinatubo aerosol maxima were de-

tected. Measurements were carried out both

within and outside the Polar Vortex.

1) Introduction

A lidar with a Nd:¥AC and a Tf:Sepphire
laser was installed at the Finnish Meteor-

ological Institute [1]. The output energies

for pulse and wavelengths are:

100 mJ @ 355 nm @ lOHz

350 m3 @ 532 nm @ IOHZ

250 mJ @ 750 nm @ 4Hz

250 mJ @ 850 nm @ 4Hz

The lidar system started operation

during the early days of December 1991. A

stop in the campaign was decided between

December 20 and January 6, 1992. During

this period of inactivity, due to the very

low temperatures reached, a severe damage

occurred to both lasers due to the freezing

of the cooling systems. This accident

caused additional 5 days of stop for the

Nd:YAG laser and 15 for the Ti:Sapphire

laser. Since January 20, 1992 both lasers

were again operational until March 15, when

the experiment was ended. During this

period of operation over one thousand of

stratospheric profiles was recorded. On the

average, about 20 days of measurements per

month were possible. During one day (Decem-

ber II) simultaneous measurements with the

lidar LEANDRE on board of the Fokker 27

ARAT were performed when a PSC event oc-

curred.

The adopted measurement procedure has been

the following: measurements at the all 4

lldar wavelengths were performed, the

measurement cycle started with the Nd:YAG

and ended with the Ti:Sapphire laser. For

each measurement, averaging was performed

over 2000 laser shots. The measurement

sequence started with the 532 nm radiation,

followed by the 355 nm, 750 nm and

finally the 850 nm pulses. Measurements

were carried out during daytime and night-

time.

2) Experimental results

By plotting the scattering ratio of the

lidsr signature versus height together

with the ozonesonde profiles, we observed

often, as shown in Fig. 1, a strong anti-

correlation between the peak of Me. Pinatu-

bo aerosol and the Ozone vertical distribu-

tion (March 2, 1992). This type of anticor-

relation may be due either to depletion

events on the Me. Pinatubo particles, or to

dynamlcal effects.

In order to understand in which way Pinat-

ubo aerosol causes a depletion of the Ozone

layer, an analysis of the history of the

various layers must be performed. The

compution of the horlzontal advection is
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performed for each lldar profile, which

together with trajectories snalysls and

potentisl vortlclty helps to search a
correlation between ozone concentration end

air mass origin at different heights. From

the analysis of the history of sir parcels

at 350K0 380K, 40OK, 440K, 450K, &75K, 550K

and 700K (case of Hatch 2, 1992) it was

observed that the layers above 440K Isen-

tropic surface, have been circulating

inside the vortex or at the vortex edge

(Fig.2).
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FI 8, I Compsrlson between ozone number

den#It 7 (as obtained from Ozonesonde) and

Lidar backscattering proflles , plotted

versus potential temperature for March 2,

1992.
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The lower trajectories, on the other hand

cover a much wider latitude belt extending

to the Japanese sea and outer Nongolla,
i.e. well outside the vortex. Therefore it

is understandable that the layerlng is much

stronger below the 4&OK than above because

extra vortex air is being advected there. It

is possible that the layer st 18 l_ (450K)

coming from the edge and from Inside the

vortex has affected the ozone itself. It

should be noted that Sodankyla station was

often outside the Polar Vortex, and air

masses from the mid latitude were frequent.

This type of analysis will constitute part

of the future work.
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F/8. 2 : TraJectorles o£ slr parcels at

different potentlal temperatures wlth final

point at $odank71a (30 ° E) have been plot-

ted for the case o£ March 2, 1992: below

the 440-450 _ level, alrmasses orlgln at

mldlatltudes.

Fig. 3 shows, as an example, a set of

measurements carried out on February 6,

1992 using the 532 nm laser radiation. The

scattering ratio and the depolarization

rstIo versus height are plotted. One may

notice that the depolarization ratio

(Pve_/(Pper+Pvar)), is very small up to 15
l_-altitbde, _here it reaches a mlnlmu_ up

to the end of the Ht. Pinatubo Isyer. Two

regions may be distinguished: a first one,

up to approxlmately 14-16 km, with a rela-

ttvely higher depolarization ratio (2_) and

s second l_yer, from 14-16 km to the upper

end of the Ht. Ptnatubo layer with a depo-

larization ratio of the order of I_ (small-

er than the depolarization expected from

Raylelgh scattering)•

From the results of B.P. Luo, Th. Peter

and P.J. Crutzen [1] such a change in the

depolarization ratio seems to be consistent



with the hypothesis of the presence of

Sulfuric Acid Tetrahydrate (SAT) in the

lower Mr. Pinatubo layer. The change in the

depolarization ratio could indicate the

presence of SAT crystals in the lower

stratosphere and of liquid sulfuric acid at

the upper altitudes. There is a small

enhancement of the depolarlzation ratio in

the 20-23 KB region, that could be either

due to noise or due to the presence of the

Polar Stratospheric Cloud. Formation of

cirrus clouds at the base of the Pinatubo

layer was frequently observed (g.e. Fig.4).
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Fig. 3 Bsckscattering ratio and depolariza-

tion ratio versus height as obtained by

lldsr are shown. X axis Is helgch in me-

ters, depolarization scale Is In @, bsck-

scattering scale Is arbltrsr 7. The measure-

ment was performed at 532 nm on Februsr 7 6,

1992,

Fig. & shows an example of two plots of

the backscatterlng ratio versus height,

plotted for the 532 nm and the 750 nm

wavelength. Note that the scattering ratio

at 750 nm is about _ice the one at 532 r_.
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Fig. _ The ratios flHie/_Rayfeigh£Or two

wavelengths are plotted on the same $raph.

This is the case of ffarch 8, 1992.(ScalAn 8

of plots IJlcreasas readability).

Depending on their heights, the aerosol

layers show different wavelength beha-

viours (Fig 5). Host of the measurements in

the main Hi. Ptnatubo layer below 20 km

show a larger increase in backscatter cross

section Erom green to uv than in higher

layers. These higher layers could include

mountain wave induced polar stratospheric

clouds. Xt may be noticed that the measure-
ments carried out around 17 Km in the

Pinatubo layer vlth different wavelengths

clearly follow the same pattern, consist-

ent with scattering by spherical particles

o£ unlform size distribution. The measure-

ments carried out at 21 KB show a different

behavior and could be interpreted as Polar

Stratospheric Clouds.

Hie scattering programs have been run,

assualng the presence of spherical parti-

cles with lefractive index corresponding to

a 75i solution of sulfuric acid. These

programs can vary automatically standard

deviation and median particle radius of a

log normal size distribution in order to

obtain a correspondence with the experlmen-

tal values.
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Fig.5: wavelength dependent T of backscat-

terlng coefficient as measured by means

of Ildar in dlfferent layers, showing slze

dlstributlon changes. Measurements carrled

out on March 8, 1992 and February 13. I99_
have been plotted. B units are lO "9 ca--

st-1

Fig. 6, obtained by plotting on a three-

dimensional graph the backscattering coef-

ficient versus wavelength and median partl-

cle radius rm, for a log normal dlstrlhu-

tlon of particles with standard devlatlon

of 20-30% r, allows to derive a first
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approximation to mean particle radius.
Particles between 0.2 and 0.5 |m of mean

radius were detected this way in the

typical Ht. Plnatubo aerosol layer.
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Flg. 6 The backscatterlng coefficient as a

function of wavelength and particle mean

radius, for spherlcal partlcJes wlth
n-1.4+Oi and standard devIatlon of 20! of

the mean radlus, ls plotted. From plctures

11ke this and from experimental backscat-

terln8 coefflclents, the aerosol partlcle

size can be evaluated.

For the upper 20-24 km layers often no fit

could be obtained using refractive indexes

up to n-l.4+OI, being necessary to use a

higher refractive index, more typlcsl of

NAT particles (n-l.5+Of). In this case the

result gave in this case particles of mean
radii of the order of 0.18 Im.

The evaluated mean radius, standard devia-

tion and concentration of the stratospheric

aerosols for the case of February 13, 1992

are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fl,g. 7 /'lean partlcle radius, width of log-
normal dtstrLbutlon and concentration of

the stratospheric aeroso]s versus height

for Narch 13, 1992.

3) Conclusions

A preliminary analysis of the data obtained

using the 4 wavelength depolarization lidar

during the EASOE campaign in Sodankyl& is

carried out. Frequent antlcorrelatfon

between aerosol maxima layers and ozone

minima were observed. Cirrus clouds have

been regularly forming st the lower edge of

the Hi. Pinatubo aerosol layer.

A first evaluation of particle size of the

volcanic aerosol was possible by means of

the 4 wavelength data. Polar Stratospheric

Clouds were observed only a few times.

Often the observation of PSCs covered only

a very short time interval: changes in the

depolarization ratio have been observed

often only for few minutes. Unfortunately

the system was not operating during the

coldest period of the campaign, between

Christmas time and Hew Year, when PSC II

formation conditions existed in the Strato-

sphere. During our observations only small
scale NAT clouds have been detected. This

can be deduced by the backscattering and

depolarization ratio obtained,, which indi-

cates for PSCs, at 532 nm, typlcal values

characteristic for Type Ib clouds [3,4]

(relatlvely low scattering ratios and

depolarization ratios of the order of

several percent). Finally the systematic

change in depolarization ratio lnslde the

Hi. Pinatubo layer could be Interpreted as

due to the presence of SAT particles in

the lower layers, below 16 km.
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